STEREOTYPICAL FEATURES OF THE JEWISH IN THE WORLDVIEW OF THE LITHUANIAN SAMOGITIAN: LEXICOGRAPHIC DATA

STS REKOTIPNYYE CHERTY IVEREEV V MIROVOZRENIYE LITOVSKIXI ZHEMAITOV: LEKSIKOGRAPFYCHESKIE DANNYE

Abstract. Before the Second World War, urban Jewish communities in the Lithuanian ethnographic region of Samogitia were quite large, thus Samogitians and Jews used to maintain rather close contacts. The paper focuses on Samogitians’ view on Jews from an ethnolinguistic perspective, based on lexicographic material. The analysis of speech samples that express this opinion is based on a structural approach to meaning combining with a cognitive one, following from word meaning to sentence meaning. A stereotypical “image” of the Jew is believed to consist of a specific set of certain common characteristics and traits, which is further elaborated by an analysis of linguistic expression. The analysis of stereotypical features is related to the expression of the axiological system. The research revealed that, in the socio-cultural context, the scale of evaluation of the Jewish people included positive, neutral, and negative evaluations, with the prevalence of stereotypes of Jews as of neighbours, people of other religion, foreigners.
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European ethnolinguists pay close attention to the stereotypical images of Jews [7; 6 pp. 160–213 etc.], since before the mid-20th century, substantial Jewish diaspora populations existed in various countries. The stereotype of the Jewish people in Lithuanian culture has been studied rather comprehensively, however, the attitude of the representatives of individual Lithuanian ethnographic regions towards Jews has not been analysed in greater detail. Therefore, the paper focuses on the image of the Jew formed in one of the ethnographic regions of Lithuania, in Samogitia, where people still speak the Samogitian dialect and have maintained a number of cultural and identity differences, and revealed in the Samogitian linguistic expression.

Thus, the aim of the paper is to identify the stereotypical traits of the Jew entrenched in the Samogitian linguistic worldview and their evaluation, recorded in lexicographic sources.

Empirical material. The choice to examine not all Lithuanians, but only the Samogitian attitude towards Jews and therefore to narrow the scope of research materials, is also related to the following reasons: a) from the ethnolinguistic point of view, the Samogitian attitude towards Jews has not been analysed in details; b) before the mid-20th century, Telšiai, Kretinė, and other cities and towns of Samogitia were socio-cultural and economic centres of Jews, and their diaspora in Samogitia was quite large, therefore certain specificity of communication between different ethnographic regions (see https://www.ekgt.lt/about-the-council/).

17 The Jewish stereotype was thoroughly analysed in Lithuanian folklore [1; 2, pp. 41–54; 11. pp. 160–166], in Samogitian oral discourse [3, pp. 102–132], etc.
18 The territory of Lithuania is still heterogeneous in terms of dialectology and ethnoculture: it consists of different ethnographic regions (see https://www.ekgt.lt/about-the-council/.)
19 According to Russian ethnolinguist Belova, with the disappearance of one or another ethno-confessional community, the image of the “other/alien” tends to lose
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Jews and Samogitians can be witnessed in the Samogitian dialect; c) based on the research of historians, we can hypothesise that a rather negative attitude towards Jews may be entrenched in the Samogitian worldview.

The object of the current research is the sentences or collocations (phraseologies), recorded in Samogitia (100 units) and presented in the Dictionary of the Lithuanian Language (LKŽ20), the Dictionary of Phraseology (FŽ) 2001, and in the dialectological dictionaries of the Samogitian dialect21, which reflect the Samogitians’ view on Jews. The research material does not include sentences in which the žyd- root words naming a representative of the Jewish people (žydas is the Lithuanian word for a Jew) are used in a neutral, denotative meaning (i.e. merely name Jews as representatives of the Jewish people) and do not provide any information about Samogitians’ attitudes towards them (non-informative for our purpose). Conversely, the object of the research includes lexical units that are indirectly related to the ethnonym (phraseology, metaphors, words that name or describe other realities, etc.), but provide significant information about the tendencies of Jewish stereotyping in the Samogitian linguistic expression.

The research uses a descriptive analytical method and the structural and semantic methodology of analysis, based on the interpretative logic of the research, and the methodological approach of ethnolinguistics and cognitive linguistics.

Theoretical premises

The studies of stereotypes, defined in a number of different ways, were inspired by the methodological approach of the science of sociology: based on it, a separate field of research in ethnic stereotyping has developed, used as the basis by the representatives of ethnolinguistics.

Aspects such as a stereotype and its linguistic sign, a stereotype and cognitive semantics, the cognitive structure of a stereotype, and ways of conceptualising linguistic reality are particularly important for the linguistic research in stereotypes [5, pp. 374–377, etc.]. In the ethnolinguistic school of Lublin, the concept of a linguistic stereotype is understood in a very wide sense: stereotyping encompasses the whole picture of the world – both the image of an object and a person.

The concept of an ethnic stereotype used in the paper narrows the scope of the concept of a linguistic stereotype, yet we adhere to the premise that language may reveal a subjectively predetermined “image” of representatives of other nations, encompassing its characteristic features. The concept is also supported by an argument of Gudavičius that “language, as one of the possible interpretations of the environment, reflects the attitude of its speakers towards the environment in a certain way” [8, p. 41]. However, the attitude of language users can be verbalized in various ways, depending on the system of a particular language; hence a problem of decoding a linguistic expression appears. Anna Wierzbicka provides the following method for decoding the language in which certain images are encoded: “Language is an integrated system, where everything ‘conspires’ to convey meaning: words, grammatical constructions and various ‘illocutionary’ devices [...]” [12, p. 16]. Thus, in the paper, both the lexical and the grammatical and semantic levels are important for the “decoding” of the stereotypical “image” of the Jew in language.

The issue of empirical material sources is also important in the study of ethnic stereotypes. In ethnolinguistic works, ethnic stereotypes (like other linguistic stereotypes) can usually be studied on the basis of the following sources: a) the language system (dictionary definitions, derivatives, phraseology); b) questionnaires, and c) texts (proverbs and sayings, poetry, etc.). Although the questionnaire methodology is especially common in this type of research, we believe that the analysis of the language system may reveal a more detailed and objective “image” of the research object, as the questionnaire in a sense limits / expands the data provided by the respondent, whereas lexicographic articles in dictionaries reflect collective discourse.

Various studies of ethnic stereotypes highlight the idea that the “images” of other nationals represent the vision of “aliens / others” through the prism of one’s own perception of the world, as it relates to ethnocentrism, as a universal intercultural phenomenon where “one’s own” traditions, religion, customs, and language are considered as genuine, “true”, and “right”. The social, anthropological, cultural, and religious differences between the Jews and the Lithuanians were
maximal, therefore they had to be noticeable and produce an evaluative “image” of “other / different / alien”. Despite the fact that ethnocentrism as if presupposes a certain negative attitude towards a foreign national from the perspective of an evaluating nation, we assume that the said phenomenon cannot be associated solely with negative evaluation, as that can distort the “image” of an ethnic stereotype and make it primitive. One cannot ignore the fact that “other” characteristics untypical of the evaluating nation can be evaluated positively or neutrally. It is for this reason that ethnolinguistic and cognitive linguistic research carry out in-depth studies of the characteristics of the stereotyping process: certain traits typical of the research object are identified, which are noticeable, distinguished, and made relevant in the linguistic activities of the evaluating nation. These characteristics can be physical (biological), socio-cultural, psycho-cultural, etc. 

Contemporary researchers of stereotypes emphasise that stereotypes as a result of culture and socialisation can be diverse: accurate and inaccurate, positive and negative, and also neutral. The emotional aspect of ethnic stereotypes has been emphasized by a number of ethnolinguists who highlight the predominance of negative ethnic stereotypes: “stereotypes go hand-in-hand with negative emotions” [10, p. 161], yet do not rule out the existence of neutral stereotypes [10, p. 166; 9, pp. 54–55].

While acknowledging that ethnic stereotypes reflect only a certain generalised image of an ethnic and / or confessional neighbour through simplifying and summarising it, we adhere to a standpoint that, based on the ethnolinguistic approach of the present research, only certain trends of Samogitians’ view on Jews can be revealed.

**Stereotypical traits of Jews and their evaluation**

In order to identify the stereotypical traits of Jews and their evaluation, the research has not been limited to the semantic analysis of Jewish ethnonyms recorded in illustrative sentences. Phraseologisms recorded in the lexicographic sources as well as various lexemes including the žyd- component (e.g. the names of plants, mushrooms, etc.), the semantics of which contributes to revealing the Jewish traits relevant to Samogitians through becoming the basis of semantic motivation in denoting one or another reality, have been explored. The semantic analysis of such linguistic expression and its interpretation through linking it with extralinguistic facts allows for a more rational and detailed evaluation of the specificity of Jewish stereotyping.

It has been observed that stereotypical traits of an ethnocentric nature, associated with the opposition we (Samogitians) / they (Jews), are revealed in different contexts. Usually, those contexts are based on differences in religion, customs, models of social stratification as well as anthropological and linguistic aspects of these ethnic groups [2; p. 130]. The paper examines specific characteristics of the Jewish ethnic group related only to the socio-cultural context (neighbourhood, traditions, language and food).

The context of **neighbourhood** (that is, the aspects of living together and getting on between Jews and Samogitians) is closely related to the opposition our own / we other / alien (they), which can be neutralised or especially emphasised and highlighted in speech samples. Sentences recorded in LKŽe revealed that a positive view of the **friendship and close relationships between Samogitians and Jews** is expressed both through grammatical means (representatives of the Jewish nationality were referred to by hypocoristic diminutive derivatives žydelkëlis / žydelkëlë Vgr, S. Dauk žydaite; žydelkaitë [a Jewish girl]) and through lexical pragmatics and syntactic means (constructions including verbs with a positive emotional evaluation). *Ans daug metų jau draugavo su tu žydelkëlë [He has for many years been friends with that Jewish girl] Klk. Aš didiai liubui su toms žydelkëlëms sau sudraugausiu [I used to be good friends with those Jewish girls] Yl. (LKŽe)*. The analysis of the presented speech samples reveal that the positive attitude of Samogitians is more often related to female Jews.

There are fewer samples that present a generalized positive view of Jews, with emphasis placed on their positive character traits (kind, friendly) emerging in the context of neighbourhood: *Biednam žmoguo geri buvo [Jewish] su žydais galojo sutarti* ([Jews] were kind to poor people, you could get on well with them) Jdr (LKŽe). Such samples indicate that Samogitians accepted Jews as their own, close neighbours, thus neutralising the divide of our own / alien.

However, a completely opposite attitude towards Jews as inferior people, presupposing “racist content that excluded persons of Jewish nationality from among the people” [4, p. 111], was confirmed by the question of writer Žemaitė: *Is a Jew not a person, not created by the Lord God himself, is he not our neighbour?* (LKŽe). It revealed the relevance of the principle of equality to Lithuanians in the early 20th century, which promoted tolerance of religious as well as other personal and national differences.

The humiliating attitude towards alien Jews (incidentally, also towards women, regardless of their nationality) was rooted in the Lithuanian (Samogitian) culture, as demonstrated by a Samogitian proverb recorded by the bishop M. Valančius *Alus ne [v]anduo, ožka ne gyvolis, motriška ne šeimyna, žydas ne brolis* [Beer is not water, a goat is not an animal, a woman is not family, and a Jew is not a brother] VP5 (LKŽe). The fact that the Jew was considered as a person of a lesser value was also indirectly confirmed by the compound including the lexeme žydas, -ė: žydmazgis [lit. a Jewish knot: a fake, badly tied and easily slackening knot], which has a derogatory connotation: *Kaip tu čia surišai žydmazgi – tujau pasileis* [How did you tie that knot – it is going to untie] Vdk. (LKŽe).

An anti-Semitic attitude (physical violence (beating) or psychological violence experienced by Jews) is recorded in the comparison *Pripranti kai žydas par galvą mušamas* [One gets used, like a Jew punched on the head] Vkš. (LKŽe), as the compound per galvą
The semantic motivation of the phraseology nòrs žydas dėgëti pēłkëje [Even if a Jew were burning in a marsh] meaning ‘by all means, in any case’; Nòrs žydas pēłkëjë dëgti, turi vienu laiku karvę mišti [Even if a Jew were burning in a marsh, [sb.] must milk the cow at the same time] Dr. (FŽ, p. 871) is difficult to identify or to associate with extralinguistic factors; the verb dëgti [to burn] is used figuratively, by emphasising the absurdity of the place of action (one cannot burn in water (a marsh)), yet we cannot rule out that the phraseology also reflects the attitude of abuse and inequality towards Jews.

Considering one’s own religion to be better than other ones is typical not solely of the Lithuanian culture.

power of their religion (Jews are afraid of it). On the other hand, numerous samples testify to Samogitians’ (and especially children’s) fear of Jews. The semantic environment of the use of the ethnonyms žydas; žydelis [Lit. a Jew, a person of Jewish nationality] indicates that Samogitian children were intimidated by the danger of being abducted by a Jew: Vaikai, nelįskiat, niekiai, sédėkite pri pečiuos, žydas pagaus (taip gasindavdo vaikus) [Children, be quiet, stay at home, or a Jew will catch you] (this is how children were frightened) Žr. (LKŽe). Samogitians’ fears and their negative view of Jews are revealed by verb combinations žydas pagaus („pagrobs“) [a Jew will catch (kidnap) you]; gundina su žydeliu [to scare children with Jews]; liuobam bijoti („bijodavome“) žydy we used to be afraid of Jews]. Historian Vareikis argues that such a concept of a Jewish infidel was presupposed by “the anti-Jewish tradition inherited from the Middle Ages (myths of ritual murders, common among rural communities; accusations of deceit 23)” [13, p. 33].

Jews differed from Samogitians not only in their religion, but also in their customs, traditions, and language. These differences in the Samogitian dialect could be described by the adjective žydiškas, -a [typical of Jews, their language, of a Jewish kind] and by the adverb žydiškai. This adverb is usually used to refer to the “Jewish” language, e.g. Muno tėvuko nabaštikas žydiškai mokėjo [Lit. My late Dad spoke Jewish] Krž (LKŽe). Thus, we can argue that the language of the Jews was considered by Samogitians as a particularly important distinguishing trait of the nation: what was characteristic of Jews was to be primarily related to their language. The samples in the lexicographic sources testify that Jews as speakers of a different language were viewed positively or neutrally. The closeness and tolerance of Samogitian-Jewish relationships is also revealed by the fact that Samogitians spoke or understood the “Jewish” (Yiddish) language, while Jews could speak Samogitian, e.g. Ana nežydžiau, snekėjo žemaitiškai dailiai [She did not have a Jewish accent and spoke nice Samogitian] End. (LKŽe).

The noun Jewishness was used to describe customary characteristics typical of Jews. It was mainly found in the context of their specific eating habits: Daktaras žydiškumo neturejo: valgë kiaulënu [The doctor had no Jewishness: he ate pork].

According to Belova and Petruchin, the Slavic culture took a negative view of “foreign” faith, which in language was expressed by various emotional epithets, such as pagan faith, etc. [7, pp. 131–132].

Such a view could have been inspired not only by various legends prevalent in Western Europe, but also by the national policies towards non-Christian nations (for more details, see [1; 2]). Incidentally, negative attitudes of Jewish infidels towards Christians were also recorded by Slavic dialectological material, providing storylines very similar to Samogitian samples [6, pp. 172–174].
In this case, atypical behaviour of a Jew (who ignored the custom of never eating pork) was related to the context of higher education and the medical profession, since Samogitian linguistic data testified to the importance of that diet for Jews: the strict ban on eating pork was emphasised in several sentences. This specific characteristic of their cuisine was also indirectly reflected in folklore, ironically depicting the Jew’s unsuccessful experiences with pigs: Žydų žydų žydi, žydų antis kiaulės sėdėja; žydo barzda sukrūtėjo, žyds nu kiaulės nurietėja [The Jew was blooming, the Jew was sitting on a pig; the Jew shook his beard, the Jew fell off a pig] (a counting-out rhyme) Lk (LKŽe). The derivative sample of folklore indicated that Samogitians found such a diet of Jews incomprehensible, therefore its evaluation approached a negative scale of assessment. The importance of differences in Jewish eating habits for Samogitians is also shown by the names of plants with the Žyds root: Žydinius vadinos [ruga] – is anq žydai kepė macus ([Rye] was called Jewish – Jews made matzah from it) Rt. (LKŽe). A certain characteristic of Jews’ eating was also revealed by a phraseologism Žydų kaisniais [lit. in Jew’s morsels: (to be snowing) in large clumps of flakes]: Užvis juo [patinkai], ka sninga žydų kaisniais [Most of all he [likes] when it snows in Jew’s morsels] End (LKŽe).

Another cultural difference of Jews important for Samogitians was their writing: they wrote Hebrew from right to left. This way of writing seemed unusual to Samogitians, therefore in the language this specificity might have been related to the semantics of “doing sth. in the opposite way, in reverse order”. We can therefore hypothesise that the specific way of writing was generalised, and the Jew was seen as a person doing everything back to front, in reverse order: Ko tu vis antroišgai kaip žydas [Why is everything in the opposite way with you, like with the Jew] End. (LKŽe). Such generalisation of the trait of behaving in the reverse order attributed to Jews was also suggested by other norms of Jews’ behaviour, related to the aspects of religion, traditions, and lifestyle, and different from those of Samogitians. It was particularly precisely revealed through the phraseologisms atbulinis žydas “about a person who does everything in the reverse order”: Atbulinės žydas: viską atbulai daro [lit. a reverse Jew, running counter to everybody] Žeml (LKŽe); ar su žydi gilėjai [Did you sleep with a Jew] End. (When sb. puts on the clothes inside out) (FŽ, p. 871). Thus, Samogitians took a negative view of the stereotypical trait of Jews to behave or to do something in a way contrary to the usual.

To sum everything up, it can be stated that the stereotypical features of Jews related to the socio-cultural context are assessed differently in the Samogitian linguistic worldview. Samogitians were quite tolerant of the “Jewish” language and cuisine, as evidenced by a neutral evaluation of those characteristics predominating in the samples. The negative attitude is related to the Jewish religion. The context of neighbourhood includes positive, neutral and negative evaluations.

CONCLUSIONS

1. The paper is based on the analysis of 100 sentences recorded in Samogitia. The analysis of the Samogitian speech samples recorded in lexicographic sources and related to the stereotypical “image” of the Jew revealed that phraseologisms, the justification of the semantic motivation of which is difficult to identify due to blurred semantic links with the meaning of a direct word and due to lack of extralinguistic information, are the most difficult to semantically deconstruct, while the grammatical (diminutives) and semantic levels are interpreted more accurately.

2. The description of a Jew(ess), as suggested by the materials of the LKŽe and dialectological dictionaries, could be supplemented by the following characteristic traits: very devout, hostile to Catholicism and firmly adhering to their own traditions, kind, friendly and inferior to Samogitian Lithuanians.

3. The positive stereotypical traits of a kind and friendly Jew(ess) in the socio-cultural context suggested Samogitians’ tolerance of the Jewish nation. The negative stereotyping of an infidel Jew who feared / hated Christianity was related to the long-standing myths; their entrenchment evidenced that religious differences between Samogitians and Jews were one of the main factors that separated the two ethnic groups and encouraged the intolerance of Jews.

4. The positive stereotyping of Jews neutralises the divide of our own / alien specific to ethnocentrism, while the negative one highlights it.
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COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF ENGLISH AND CHINESE LANGUAGES

Annotation. Данная статья посвящена схожим и отличительным чертам в изучении английского и китайского языков. Цель исследований – изучение и определение идентичных и неидентичных аспектов в изучении двух абсолютно разных языков. Изучены особенности обучения алфавиту, лексике и грамматике английского и китайского языков.

Abstract. This article focuses on the similarities and differences between learning English and Chinese. The purpose of the research is to study and determine the identical and non-identical aspects in the study of two completely different languages. Studied the features of teaching the alphabet, vocabulary and grammar of the English and Chinese languages.

Ключевые слова: иностранный язык, английский язык, китайский язык, фонетика, лексика, грамматика